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Keyboard Technique Part 1
Goal: To introduce students to the synthesizer and some of 
the essential and basic techniques of synth performance and 
production. 

What will you learn?: 
Students will learn about synthesizer technique in 2 ways: 
(1) various ways in which the synth can be physically played 
in manners that differ from traditional piano technique, 
and; (2) the technical capabilities and considerations that a 
performer should know when using the synth to replicate 
various instrument sounds in order to render the best and most 
authentic performance possible.

Practice 3 types of waterfall keys synth-technique playing (ie, fast playing, 
repeated notes, grace notes)
compare weighted keys to waterfall keys (use piano if available)
investigate various sounds and sound-categories on your synth; listen to the 
differences in timbre; determine whether sounds are mono- or polyphonic, 
and whether they are sustaining or decaying sounds.

Find acoustic piano, Rhodes, Wurlitzer, and clavinet sounds on your synth
Spend time playing and listening to each sound and noticing things like: 
timbre, mono-/polyphonic, decay/sustain.  
Pay attention to texture - are there special voicing considerations? (Ie, can the 
sounds handle dense voicings, sparse voicings, extreme registers, etc.?)
With exception of waterfall keys, how does the instrument differ from the 
“real thing”? Do these differences affect the manner in which you play these 
sounds on the synth?

Review and explore more of these ideas on your synth

Topics to be discussed:
waterfall keys vs. weighted/
graded-hammer action 

“sound”/”patch” 
terminology
 
mono- vs. polyphonic
 
decay/sustain

Monday:

Tuesday:

Wednesday:

Practice Plan (20-30 minutes per day)
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Does your synth have drawbars or are all organ sounds preset?
Find various/differing organ patches. 
Spend time playing and listening to each sound and noticing things like: 
timbre, mono-/polyphonic, decay/sustain.  
Pay attention to texture - are there special voicing considerations? (Ie, can the 
sounds handle dense voicings, sparse voicings, extreme registers, etc.?)
How does the instrument differ from the “real thing”? How is it the same? 
Do these differences affect the manner in which you play these sounds on the 
synth?
Get some practice playing with one hand while your free hand turns effects 
on/off and uses your modulation wheel (if applicable). Listen to how the 
effects alter the organ sounds.
Do you have a volume swell pedal? If so, practice using it.
Practice using your 5th finger in right-hand to sustain a note while other 
notes are played with your remaining right-hand fingers.

Review and explore more of these ideas on your synth

Find various/differing pad sounds.
Spend time playing and listening to each sound and noticing things like: 
timbre, mono-/polyphonic, decay/sustain.  
Pay attention to texture - are there special voicing considerations? (Ie, can the 
sounds handle dense voicings, sparse voicings, extreme registers, etc.?)
Practice playing thick 5-7-note voicings and sparse 2-note voicings. Compare 
and contrast the sound of the thick voicings to those of the sparse voicings.
Why are the organ sounds too dense and “muddy” while the pad sounds are 
clear and resonant when playing the same exact voicings?
Try using your modulation wheel when playing the pad sounds. Does doing 
so affect the patch at all?

Review and explore more of these ideas on your synth
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Practice Plan (20-30 minutes per day)


